Stay Safe, Stay Strong Everyone

Well it's a new year and things are not
exactly as many of us hoped 2021 would be,
but here we are again with the help of this
wonderful publication, who continue to do
fantastic work around the community, to
spread a bit of the creativity appearing all
around SE20. We thought this month we
would take a look at a recent addition about
town placed up a couple of months ago by
street artist Irony, which is an artwork very
much influenced by the changes to life in
the UK we have all witnessed and become
subject to over the last year. Irony who is a
regular visitor to Penge and Anerley now,
having painted some 11 artworks in the area
since the project started, took to Evelina
Road to rework a spot which has been
painted twice previously over the last five
years,
and
left
this
striking
artwork.Depicting a female portrait, which is
one of this artists predominant subjects in
his artistic outwork,

the woman in the image is shown wearing
an all so familiar face mask whilst despite
the mask is smoking a cigarette, making
for an artwork exploring the different
attitudes the public has towards what they
deem acceptable and necessary right now
to remain healthy and protect others.
Whatever your position on this contentious
issue, we wish everyone good health and
urge people to be considerate of others in
these trying and unprecedented times. We
also eagerly anticipate the point in time
when we are able to bring some new
artworks to share with you and for the town
for the local community to enjoy. We would
as always wish to say thank you to the
lovely owners of the space - one of the
first owners about SE20 who donated a
space to us back in 2016. We also would
like to offer a big thank you to Irony for
again coming to SE20 to add some more
fantastic art to the area. As always if
anyone wishes to participate and support
the project further by offering up their
public spaces we can find someone to
paint
it,
please
email
us
at
callinglondoninfo@gmail.com or head over
to www.PengeStreetArt.com where you can
register your space for consideration from
ourselves.

